
Exercises
Proprioception & Vestibular

Kids Level 1

Bike legs   
Lying on your back, move your legs round and round like you are riding a 
bike upside down. Just rest your arms on the ground, palms down.

CONCENTRATE ON: Keeping your legs moving in big circles without letting 
them hit the ground.   

GOAL: To keep peddling your legs for 30 counts non-stop. 

Tap and Hop   
Firmly, tap three times your knees , elbows, shoulders. Then crouch down and 
hop like a bunny 1, 2, 3. 

CONCENTRATE ON: Tapping your joints firmly. Make sure you hop with both 
legs as high as you can.   

GOAL: To stimulate the joints before jumping. Aim to do 5 sets of this exercise. 

Tricky Snow Angel    
Lie on your back with your arms and legs together. Close your eyes, then 
when an adult taps an arm, move it outwards. Then bring it back in to your 
body. They might tap an arm, or a leg, or both at the same time. What ever 
they tap, move it outwards and then back in.

CONCENTRATE ON: Moving only the limb that is tapped.   

GOAL: To be able to distinguish what limb is tapped and move it 
independently from the others.

LEVEL 2: Ask your parents to yell out ‘left arm’ or ‘right leg’ instead of 
tapping them. Move the limbs they say outwards and then back in again..   

LEVEL 3: Do level 2 but with your eyes closed.

One Leg Stand     
Standing on one leg, place your hands on your hips and lift your left leg in the 
air and balance there for 5 seconds. Then relax. Now do the exercise on the 
right side.

CONCENTRATE ON: Keeping the leg you are standing on straight, your 
eyes up and looking at the wall, not the floor.    

GOAL: To be able to hold this position for 10 seconds on each leg without 
wobbling or losing balance.

LEVEL 2: Do the exercise with your eyes closed!

Tight Rope Walking    
Place masking tape on the floor or use a straight line on the ground, walk 
heel to toe along the straight line. Make sure your head is up, not looking at 
your feet! Then walk backwards.

CONCENTRATE ON: Walking heel to toe with your feet as close together as 
possible. Always keep your head up, don’t look at your feet.   

GOAL: To walk heel to toe for 10 paces forwards then backwards without 
losing balance.

LEVEL 2: Do the exercise with your eyes closed.   

LEVEL 3: Do the exercise on a foam balance beam.

Rolling Log    
Start by lying on your back with your arms and legs together. Roll your whole 
body to the left two times, then roll your whole body to the right two times. 

CONCENTRATE ON: Keeping your arms tucked into your side and your feet 
together.   

GOAL: To roll easily to the left and to the right without getting stuck half way 
or your arms or legs coming apart.

LEVEL 2: Do this exercise with your eyes closed.   

LEVEL 3: Ask a parent to yell out ‘left and ‘right’ and you roll whatever way 
they say. You can do this with your eyes closed too.

These activities focus on reconnecting your child’s brain with their body through 
movement and joint stimulation and improving connections to and from the brain 
and to the eyes & ears. These activities will help your child become more aware 
of their body position in space, which will improve their balance and allowing 
them, to be co-ordinated in movement and improve their capacity to learn. 
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Balance & Reach  
Start on all fours. Reach your left arm out straight and hold for 10 seconds. 
Then relax it back down. Then reach your right arm out straight, hold for 10 
seconds and relax it down. Hold each activity for 10 seconds.
     Lift your left leg out straight, hold and down, then your right leg hold 

and down,
     Then your left arm and leg together, hold, and then down. Then your right 

arm and right leg together, hold and then down. 
     Lastly lift opposite arm and leg, hold and then down. Swap sides. 

CONCENTRATE ON: keeping your body still and not leaning over or letting 
your shoulders drop when you do the exercise. Be sure to hold the exercise 
for 10 seconds.   

GOAL: To do this exercise slowly and not lose balance or form.

LEVEL 3: Do this exercise with your eyes closed.

Tricky Tight Rope Walking  
Place masking tape on the floor or use a straight line on the ground, 
cross your arms across your chest and walk heel to toe along the straight 
line. Make sure your head is up and not looking at your feet! Then walk 
backwards.

CONCENTRATE ON: Walking heel to toe with your feet as close together 
as possible. Always keep your head up, don’t look at your feet.   

GOAL: To walk heel to toe for 10 paces forwards then backwards 
without falling.

LEVEL 3: Do this exercise with your eyes closed, on a balance beam, 
or with both eyes closed.

One Leg Stand  
Standing on one leg, place your hands on your hips, lift your left leg in the air and 
balance there for 5 seconds. Then relax. Now do the exercise on the right side.

CONCENTRATE ON: Keeping the leg you are standing on straight, your eyes up 
and looking at the wall, not the floor.    

GOAL: To be able to hold this position for 10 seconds on each leg without 
wobbling or losing balance.

LEVEL 3: Do this with your eyes closed!

Heel Tap + Clap  
Stand with your arms out straight. Take your right arm and reach behind your 
body and touch your right heel. Then stand up tall again and clap. Repeat 
with the left hand and left heel. Then stand tall again and clap.

CONCENTRATE ON:  Standing up tall between each heel tap.

GOAL: To achieve 30 tap and claps (15 on each side). 

LEVEL 3: Do this with your eyes closed.

Jumping  
Jump straight up into the air, tucking your heels to your bottom and arms up 
in the air. Keep your arms straight and try to look at the ceiling. 

CONCENTRATE ON: A nice high jump with straight arms and looking up.

GOAL: To do 6 jumps in a row without getting tired.

LEVEL 3: Close your eyes when you jump.

Hop 5   
Standing on one leg, tuck your foot up and behind your bottom and hold it with 
your opposite hand. Hop on the spot 5 times, then hop 5 times while turning to 
the left, then hop 5 times while turning to the right. Now hop forwards 5 times 
and backwards 5 times. Then swap hand and foot and repeat.

CONCENTRATE ON: Having a nice tall spine while doing these exercises. 
Eyes up, not looking at the ground.

GOAL: To do all the exercises without letting go of your foot.

LEVEL 3: Do with your eyes closed (make sure a parent is watching out for you!)

Proprioception & Vestibular
Kids Level 2
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